Thirtover Place Site Rules
Welcome to Thirtover Place – we hope you have a great time and enjoy your stay. These rules are not
intended to cramp your style, but they are designed to help you, and everyone else on site have a
pleasurable time.
1. All group leaders must ensure that every adult (over the age of 18) has followed the checking
procedure as laid out by their organisation and has been deemed suitable to work with children.
Girlguiding’s safeguarding policy must be adhered to by all users of Thirtover Place – it can be
found here https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/making-guiding-happen/policies/girlguidingpolicies/safety-and-safeguarding-policy/ - we can provide copies if required.
2. We need to be conscious of the close proximity of our neighbours and for this reason loud,
amplified music and entertainment are not permitted on site. Bells and air horns are not to be
used outside of the hours of 9am and 6pm. Please observe quiet between the hours of 10.30pm
and 7am.
3. All vehicles must be parked in the car parking areas, so as not to obstruct access to others. No
vehicles or trailers to be driven or parked on grassed areas (other than the overflow car parking
area) unless agreed with the site manager in advance. Please respect coned off areas and observe
the speed limit of 5 mph.
4. We ask that you do not bring dogs and other pets on site (except assistance dogs) in the interests
of hygiene and other campers.
5. Mains water is metered and has to be paid for, so please ensure all taps are turned off after use.
6. Water points and the toilet block hand basins are not to be used for washing up, there is a
designated washing up area at the end of the toilet block.
7. It is the responsibility of the groups to keep the toilets clean. Please report any problems to the
site manager via the contact numbers displayed. Toilet rolls are provided and refills can be found
in the cleaning supplies cupboards in both the house and the toilet block. In order to prevent
blockages we ask that you do not provide your own toilet rolls. Please use the bins provided and
do not dispose of sanitary products or wipes down the toilets.
8. Please dispose of rubbish and recycling in the bins provided – further details are provided in the
welcome pack.
9. Holes must not be dug, or turf removed from any camp site.
10. Climbing trees is not an organised activity at Thirtover Place and is therefore not covered by any
risk assessment. For the protection of the trees, and the site users, we ask that no trees should
be climbed unless agreed in advance with the site manager. Likewise we are aware that some
poisonous plants and fungi (mushrooms etc.) grow at Thirtover Place. Identification charts are
available in the house, Donnington Lodge and Centenary Lodge. All persons using the site should
be aware of the dangers of eating any plants or fungi and the need to wash their hands after
touching any unknown species.
11. Details of all accidents involving injury to persons or damage to property should be reported to
the Site Manager as soon as is reasonably practical. Each group on site must ensure they make
their own arrangements for First Aid and knowledge of local Hospitals as there are no facilities on
site. To minimize the risks of accidents everyone is expected to maintain a good standard of
safety at all times.
12. Persons under the age of 18 are not permitted to drink alcohol at Thirtover Place. Persons over
the age of 18 should not consume alcohol so that they are incapable of looking after themselves
and others in their charge. It is the responsibility of the Group Leader to supervise the
consumption of alcohol at Thirtover Place. Thirtover Place operates a Zero Tolerance Policy on
the possession/use of illicit drugs or any illegal substance. Thirtover Place is a no smoking site – if
you must smoke, please leave the site. A cigarette waste container is available by the site
entrance.
Failure to comply with the above terms and conditions, aggressive or noisy behaviour may result in your
group being removed from the campsite with immediate effect whatever the time of day.

